Self-propulsion and navigation due to the sensing of environmental conditions-such as durotaxis and chemotaxis-are remarkable properties of biological cells that cannot be modeled by singlecomponent self-propelled particles. Therefore, we introduce and study 'flexocytes', deformable vesicles with enclosed attached self-propelled pushing and pulling filaments that align due to steric and membrane-mediated interactions. Using computer simulations in two dimensions, we show that the membrane deforms under the propulsion forces and forms shapes mimicking motile biological cells, such as keratocytes and neutrophils. When interacting with walls or with interfaces between different substrates, the internal structure of a flexocyte reorganizes, resulting in a preferred angle of reflection or deflection, respectively. We predict a correlation between motility patterns, shapes, characteristics of the internal forces, and the response to micropatterned substrates and external stimuli. We propose that engineered flexocytes with desired mechanosensitive capabilities enable the construction of soft-matter microbots.
Introduction
In active soft matter, collective behavior of many simple mesoscopic agents can lead to complex structure and dynamics. Examples are self-organization of active granular matter [1, 2] , clustering of self-propelled colloidal particles [3] , vorticity in motility assays of microtubules [4] , and the dance of topological defects in active nematics [5] . Living systems, such as motile cells, cell aggregates, and groups of ants carrying cargo, employ similar principles of active self-organization. In addition, they show sensing capability and can process mechanical stimuli, such as chemotaxis for neutrophils [6] and mechanosensitivity for epithelial cells [7] , which are often essential for biological function. Self-organization of force-generating units is underlying motility and sensing of biological cells [8] and of cellular aggregates [9] , and turbulent motion in bacterial colonies [10] . This raises the question about the minimal complexity required to equip physical model systems with sensitivity. The similarities of the behavior of synthetic and biological systems call for a unified description of the underlying physical mechanisms of self-organization, mechanosensing, and reactivity. Biological cells are model systems where self-organization of the internal active processes has been studied in detail experimentally [11] . Motility is controlled mainly by actin polymerization and actomyosin contractility [12, 13] ; it is challenging to study cell motility theoretically because of the large length-scale gap between single filaments and entire cells. Therefore, generic continuum models have been developed to predict cell shape and motility on homogenous substrates [12, [14] [15] [16] [17] , on striped substrates substrates and at interfaces [18] [19] [20] , as well as for cell-cell collisions [21] . Alternative continuum models with governing equations derived from the filamentous microstructure have been employed to include details of the cytoskeletal organization [19, 22] .
Methods
We study self-propelled rod-like filaments attached to semiflexible membrane rings in two-dimensional (2D) systems using Brownian dynamics simulations. The attachment is either in the direction of the propulsion for pushing filaments or in the opposite direction for pulling filaments [29] .
Filaments
The system consists of N r rod-like filaments with length L r , where each filament consists of n r beads. The filaments are characterized by their center-of-mass positions r r,i , their orientation angles θ r,i with respect to the x axis, their center-of-mass velocities v r,i , and their angular velocities w i r, [30] . Filament positions and orientations are initialized randomly along the membrane, with the only constraint that filaments and membrane cannot overlap.
Filament-filament and filament-membrane interactions are modeled by the repulsive separation-shifted Lennard-Jones (SSLJ) potential for the bead-bead interaction [30] where r is the distance between two beads, α characterizes the capping of the potential, and f 0 shifts the potential to avoid a discontinuity at r=r cut . The length a s = -r 2 1 3 2 cut 2 is calculated by requiring the potential minimum to be at r cut =2. 5σ. Hence E r =f(0)−f(r cut ) is the potential energy barrier. Once E r has been set, we obtain ( ) a a a s s = - 4  4   12  12  6 6 12 . Neighboring beads overlap by r cut , such that the friction for filament-filament sliding is small and no interlocking occurs [29] .
The Péclet number Pe quantifies the strength of the self-propulsion force of the filaments. It is defined as ratio between propulsion force and thermal forces acting on the filaments,
Membrane
The membrane ring is characterized by its equilibrium radius R m , bending rigidity κ, target area pR m 2 , compression modulus k A , and perimeter-length compression modulus k S . It is discretized into n b beads that are separated from each other by a distance 0.2r cut , such that the membrane is smooth and the friction between the filaments and the membrane is minimal [29] .
The membrane beads are connected by harmonic bonds with spring constant k S and rest length
The total stretching energy
thus controls both, bond length and total contour length. Here, = -
is the bond vector from monomer i to monomer i+1. In our simulations, k S is chosen sufficiently large to prevent changes of the membrane perimeter that are larger than 5%.
The bending energy [31]
controls membrane shape and deformations. Here, κ, is bending rigidity. The area-compression energy
controls the area enclosed by the membrane. Here, k A is the bulk modulus and A m p = R m 2 is the membrane target area. The area A i of triangle i is
calculated using the position vectors r i andr i+1 for the membrane beads i and i+1, respectively.
Filament-membrane interaction
Filaments and membrane interact sterically via the SSLJ potential with a large energy barrier E rm , such that the filaments cannot exit the membrane ring for all considered propulsion forces. The filaments are attached to the membrane with their first bead, see figure 1 . The attachment is modeled via a harmonic-spring potential
where k H is the spring constant and b H the rest length of the spring. This attachment controls the radial distance between the filaments and the membrane, while still allowing the filaments to slide along the membrane [29] .
The direction of the propulsion force with respect to the attachment defines whether an attached filament pushes or pulls. For attached-pushing filaments, the propulsion force points towards the membrane, while for attached-pulling filaments, the propulsion force points away from the membrane. Attached-pulling filaments mutually interact bead-wise via the SSLJ potential defined in equation (1) with an energy barrier E r,pull , and attached-pushing filaments mutually interact with an energy barrier E r,push . Attached-pulling and attachedpushing filaments do not mutually interact.
Simulation technique
Brownian dynamics simulations are employed for all our systems. The filament velocities are decomposed into parallel and perpendicular components for the center-of-mass velocities, v r =v r,P +v r,⊥ , and the angular velocities w r , ⎛
Here, e P and e ⊥ are unit vectors parallel and perpendicular to the filament orientation, respectively, and e θ is a vector oriented normal to the plane of filament motion. F p is the propulsion force for each filament. F r i j , and M r i j , are the steric force and the torque from filament j to filament i, and F rm i and M rm i are the steric force and the torque from the membrane on filament i, respectively. F att i and M att i are the attachment force and torque from the membrane on filament i. The velocity of a membrane bead i is then
where F rb j is the steric force and -F j att y is the attachment force exerted by the filament j on the membrane bead i, and , such that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is fulfilled at equilibrium [29, 32] .
For systems where the friction is inhomogeneous the Ito-Stratonovich dilemma has to be taken into account [33, 34] . Here, we modify the Brownian dynamics equations by adding an extra term containing the gradient of the diffusion coefficient, β∇D s (x, y), with D s (x, y)=k B T/γ s (x, y). The value of β distinguishes the Ito β=1, the Stratonovich β=1/2, and the anti-Ito β=0 approach. We employ the Ito approach, which has been applied earlier for active Brownian particles in an environment with an anisotropic friction [35] , where it has also been shown that the numerical results coincide with the particle velocities measured in experiments. If the substrate friction is independent of the position, γ s (x, y)=γ s , the last term of equations (11) and (12) disappears because ∇D s (x, y)=0.
Friction interfaces
For flexocytes at friction interfaces, the friction interface is taken to be a smoothed-out step function
where x int is the center of the interface, γ sl is the membrane-substrate friction for x<x int , γ sr is the membranesubstrate friction for x>x int and b characterizes the interface width. In our simulations, we use x int =0R m , and b=100/R m , which corresponds to an interface width w int ≈0.1R m ; thus the interface is essentially discontinuous on the scale of the flexocyte.
Simulation parameters
The flexocytes enclose N r,push =N r,pull =16, 40 and 64 pushing and pulling filaments with Péclet numbers Pe =10, 25, 50 and 100. Each rod-like filament consists of n r =9 beads. The membrane ring with radius R m =2.8L r consists of n b =395 beads. The energy barrier for the filament-membrane interaction is E m =250 k B T, which prevents the filaments from escaping from the vesicle. The energy barrier between pulling
filaments is E r,pull =1 k B T, and between pushing filaments E r,push =10 k B T. 
Results

Flexocyte model
Our study is based on a 2D model system consisting of semiflexible membrane rings, which represent the contact line between the vesicle and the substrate, with N r attached pushing and pulling filaments, see figure 2.
Flexocytes of puller type have only pulling filaments, and flexocytes of mixed type have an equal number of pushing and of pulling filaments. The membrane ring has an equilibrium radius R m and is subject to a bending elasticity with rigidity κ, a target area pR m 2 , an area compressibility with modulus k A , and a perimeter-length compressibility with modulus k S . The filaments are modeled as stiff rods of length L r , which are propelled along their long axis with a force F P . Passive filaments experience the frictions γ rP parallel and γ r⊥ perpendicular to their long axis, and are subject to rotational diffusion with single-rod autocorrelation time τ 0 . Filament length and mutual penetrability determine filament alignment. We use a high penetrability for pulling filaments and a low penetrability for pushing filaments. For details, see Methods section.
In applications of such a flexocyte model to crawling biological cells on a substrate, the membrane ring represents the contact line where the membrane detaches from the substrate, the area the contact interface with the substrate, and the pushing and pulling filaments actin polymerization and actomyosin contraction, respectively. The target area of the contact interface in cells is determined by adhesion, actin polymerization at the lamellipodium, and the elastic energy of membrane and cortical cytoskeleton. Filament attachment to the membrane can be achieved via protein complexes, in which, for example, proteins of the ERM family, formin, and myosin play important roles [36] [37] [38] . The membrane-substrate friction γ s represents the rates of breaking and forming receptor-ligand bonds at rear and front, respectively, when the cell moves.
In the following, we present our results in terms of the reduced membrane-substrate frictiong g g = 
Shapes and motility
Flexocytes that are initialized as circular membrane rings with randomly positioned and oriented pushing and pulling filaments assume various stationary shapes, see figures 2(a) and (b). For filament propulsion forces that are weak compared with the membrane elastic and friction forces, filaments that pull on the membrane rings point towards the flexocyte centers, while filaments that push circle along the boundaries [29] , both leading to nearly stationary quasi-circular, fluctuating 'F' shapes. For strong propulsion forces, cluster formation of filaments deforms and propels the flexocytes. For small membrane-substrate frictions motile flexocytes have keratocyte-like 'K' shapes with round apical (front) and flat dorsal (rear) ends [39] . The flat dorsal ends are stabilized by the membrane-mediated alignment of the pulling filaments. For intermediate and large membrane-substrate frictions the dorsal ends assume pointed neutrophil-like 'N' shapes [6] . The pointed dorsal ends occur for strong membrane-substrate friction where an instability of the distribution of the filament pulling forces induces a strong deformation force on the membrane ring that overcomes its bending stiffness. For mixed systems, we can further distinguish between neutrophile 'N mono ' flexocytes with only one cluster ('mono-modal') of pushing filaments at the apical end, and neutrophile 'N bi ' flexocytes with two pushing clusters ('bi-modal'), a large (small) cluster at the apical (dorsal) end, which together elongate the shape and slow down the motion. N bi -flexocyte-like cells with two lamellipodia have been reported in populations of slowmoving keratocytes [40] .
We quantify flexocyte motility by the reduced (dimensionless) center-of-mass velocitỹ
The velocity v is the instantaneous center-of-mass velocity, calculated over a time interval Δt/τ 0 =0.02. It is scaled by 1/(N r Pe) that quantifies the maximum propulsion of a flexocyte when all filaments point in the same direction. The shapes are characterized by the signed asphericity
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the eigenvalues of the gyration tensor that correspond to the lengths of the long and short axes, respectively. The asphericity is positive (negative) for flexocytes where the long axis is oriented parallel (perpendicular) to the direction of motion. The stationary shapes and motility of flexocytes are dictated by the interplay of the active forces due to the internal degrees of freedom, the conservative forces due to membrane elasticity and area compressibility, and substrate friction. Importantly, we find strong correlations between emergent shape and motility of flexocytes, see figures 2(c) and (d). The various types of flexocytes occupy distinct, well-defined regions in a state diagram in which instantaneous total propulsion force˜g v S and asphericity α are employed as main parameters 3 . The sign of the asphericity α distinguishes between K-flexocytes, and all other shapes. Flexocytes that are elongated parallel to the direction of motion strongly vary in their motility. Not surprisingly, F-flexocytes are the slowest, because they have no polarity, and therefore mainly fluctuate without directed translational motion. N-flexocytes are To study the motility of flexocytes in more detail, we analyze center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes of mixed type and of puller type for the same parameter values, see figures 3(a) and (b), respectively. We characterize the motility by the reduced mean squared displacement
As for other self-propelled agents that experience noise, such as active Brownian particles, we expect to find passive diffusive motion at short times, active ballistic motion at intermediate times, and active diffusive motion at long times [29, 41] . For typical K-flexocytes of puller type, shown in figure 3(b) , upon addition of pushing filaments the trajectories become less persistent or circling, and the shape can even change to N-flexocytes.
In general, F-flexocytes have the lowest mean-squared displacements (MSDs) in the considered range of delay times, followed by N-flexocytes, and K-flexocytes, see figure 3(c), consistent with the shape-motility diagrams in figures 2(c) and (d). For the same parameters, selected flexocytes of mixed type and of puller type show similar propulsion velocities, but different persistence of their motion. The stable K 1 -flexocyte of puller type shows very persistent ballistic motion. Additional pushing filaments at the apical end act as a fluctuating steering wheel that destabilizes the direction of motion. The K 2 -flexocyte of mixed type even shows circling motion, with periodic oscillations as characteristic signature in the MSD; the superimposed linear increase indicates an overall drift. Here, a dynamic instability of the pushing filaments breaks the left-right symmetry; the high number of pushing filaments and the motility-induced alignment stabilize the asymmetric shape. The K 3 -flexocyte, which in parameter space is close to N-flexocytes, has an unstable dorsal end. Because the pulling filaments may temporarily point in different directions, the persistence of motion is strongly reduced. Nflexocytes show less persistent motion than stable K-flexocytes, because of decreased filament alignment and flexocyte motility. However, in N bi -flexocytes, pushing-filament clusters at the apical and the dorsal end stretch the flexocytes and increase their persistence of motion. Thus, the N bi -flexocyte has a longer ballistic regime than the N mono -flexocyte. , as function ofg s . For a simple self-propelled particle,˜g v s ball is independent of the friction. The dependence on membrane-substrate friction thus reflects the different internal organization of the filaments for the various shapes. Here, we briefly discuss the two cases with a pronounced dependence on the friction coefficient, both for Pe=50. For flexocytes of puller type, K-flexocytes for smallg s are fast movers, because almost all filaments are aligned with the direction of motion. They become unstable and transform into slower N-flexocytes with increasing membrane-substrate friction. For flexocytes of mixed type, the emergent immediate total propulsion force of the N bi flexocyte interestingly increases with increasing frictiong s . This is related to the cluster formation from the random initial state, where a slower deformation of the membrane results in a larger apical/dorsal asymmetry in the pushing-filament distribution.
Flexocytes at walls
The exposure of flexocytes to external forces and the measurement of their response allows us to probe both their internal architecture and their dynamic behavior. We first consider the interaction of flexocytes with hard walls and obstacles. The behavior of the two types of flexocytes is fundamentally different in such an encounter. Whereas K-flexocytes of mixed type get stuck at the walls because of the accumulation of pushing filaments at the apical end, see figure 4(a), those of puller type are reflected, see figure 4(b). Wall adhesion and reflection are accompanied by major shape changes of the K-flexocytes. Flexocyte deformation thus links the angles of reflection with the flexocyte elastic and active properties.
Directly after contact with a wall, K-flexocytes of puller and mixed type elongate along their long axis (parallel to the wall). The symmetric state is unstable, because small fluctuations lead to a symmetry breaking, which is amplified by the propulsion forces. For flexocytes of puller type, the shapes subsequently become round, both during reorientation and shortly after the flexocytes detach from the wall. Finally, the flexocytes recover their stationary shapes. To characterize this evolution, we determine the reflection angle θ o,near just after detachment from the wall and the reflection angle θ o,far after complete shape relaxation, see figure 4(c), and the time evolution of the asphericity α, see figure 4(d) . All trajectories are more tangential to the wall directly after wall detachment compared with the angle of incidence, i.e. θ o,near <θ i . Furthermore, for θ i 30°, we find θ o,near ≈20°independent of the angle of incidence. The reflection angles θ o,far after shape relaxation are either comparable to or larger than θ o,near . For almost tangential impact with θ i =20°, the flexocytes do not deform much, as shown by a nearly constant asphericity, and are almost specularly reflected.
Wall absoption and reflection depend on the flexocyte elastic properties, see figures 4(c) and (d). Whereas the qualitative behavior remains unchanged for varying the compression modulusk A , both deflection angle and asphericity change quantitatively. The far-field angle θ o,far decreases with increasingk A , while the near-field angle θ o,far is hardly affected and nearly independent of the angle of incidence for θ i 30°. This implies that because the shapes become more circular, there is less internal reorganization after detachment from the wall. Correspondingly, the shape deformation decreases with increasingk A , as signaled by the reduced variation of the asphericity. Although the initial flattening for normal impact mimics the elastic deformation of a bouncing ball, the microscopic mechanism is very different because the flexocytes lack inertia; they deform due to the persistence of the pulling-filament motion and their deformability.
Flexocytes at interfaces
Another interesting approach to study the response to external perturbations is the motility on patterned substrates. We focus here on friction interfaces, such that the flexocytes move from an area of low friction to one of high friction, or vice versa. Figure 5 shows center-of-mass trajectories of flexocytes at such friction interfaces. The flexocytes are initialized in their stationary shapes with their directions of motion oriented towards the interface. Trajectories for N-flexocytes of mixed type are only slightly deflected, see figures 5(a) and (b). Here, the pushing filaments at the apical end prevent major shape deformations and therefore stabilize the direction of motion. Trajectories for K-flexocytes of puller type can be strongly deflected, see figures 5(c) and (d), because the delicate balance of pulling and friction forces is disturbed at the interface, which leads to strong deformations of the apical ends. This is demonstrated also in figure 6(a) , which quantifies deflection as a function of friction jump at the interface. For almost normal angles of incidence, θ i ≈90°, stabilizing pushing filaments in flexocytes of mixed type can reduce the deflection angle by a factor 1/3 compared to flexocytes of puller type 4 .
It is important to note that shape changes and trajectories at friction interfaces break time-reversal symmetry, i.e. the behavior from high to low friction is very different than in the opposite direction. This is demonstrated in figure 6(a) for initial K-flexocytes; for normal incidence and increasing friction the trajectories can be strongly deflected, while for decreasing friction they remain nearly perpendicular to the interface. However, trajectories can also be strongly deflected for decreasing friction, in particular for small angles of incidence, see figure 6(b). For θ i 30°, after impact the flexocyte attains a state of motion along the interface with parts of its membrane in both the large-and small-friction regions. Because the membrane in the smallfriction region moves faster, the flexocyte settles in a persistent tank-treading motion, which stabilizes the motion along the interfaces and traps it there, see figure 5(d) . Interestingly, for flexocytes of puller type friction interfaces in both directions of impact lead to a deflection towards motion parallel to the interface. The dynamics of transient and persistent shape changes is discussed in the supplementary material.
Discussion
Responsive active particles can detect and process mechanical information of their environment and show complex responses when they interact with obstacles. The dynamical phases of our active vesicles with internal self-propelled filaments are dictated by filament steric interactions, membrane deformability, and membranesubstrate friction. These flexocytes show feedback between their movement and shape, and are stimuli-sensitive to their environment. This is reminiscent of motile biological cells, where actin polymerization, contractile actomyosin structures, and membrane elasticity determine both cell shape and motility [42, 43] . We show that flexocytes of puller type, with pulling filaments only at the dorsal end, are sufficient to mimic shapes and motility of biological cells. This agrees well with the importance of pulling forces at the back of keratocytes that break symmetry spontaneously with myosin-driven actin flow preceding rear retraction [44] . Furthermore, for flexocytes of mixed type, the directional fluctuations of the additional pushing filaments at the apical end can destabilize the flexocyte motion and lead to less ballistic trajectories compared with flexocytes of puller type. The pushing filaments can even cause circling motion, as has been observed for keratocytes [13] . In C. elegans sperm cells, the alignment of the pushing filaments in the lamellipodium is dictated by the membrane tension; the persistence of the cell motion increases with increased filament alignment at higher tension [45] .
Generic models of multi-component active agents elucidate the common generic mechanisms and design principles of responsive biological and engineered active systems. The spontaneous symmetry breaking and selforganization of the self-propelled filaments is key to the dynamics in our model. Micropatterned structures can be used to further characterize shape relaxation, motility, and internal feedback. We predict flexocytes of puller type to be reflected by walls with a preferred reflection angle. This finding is very different from steady-state accumulation of active Brownian particles at walls [46, 47] , and it can also not be expected for filament-based cell-motility models that require a manually added chemoattractant gradient or intracellular processes to drive motility [19, 22] . It reflects the internal reorganization of the filaments and reproduces the behavior of keratocytes at interfaces between adhesive and passivated, microgrooved interfaces [48, 49] . Flexocytes at friction interfaces experience transient and stationary shape changes depending on their internal architecture. The deformation and shape relaxation processes lead to deflection of their trajectories. Our observations for flexocytes of puller type qualitatively reproduce the changes in shape and motility of keratocytes at interfaces between substrates with various adhesion strengths [39] . The simulation results therefore predict an internal force distribution based on observations of cells at interfaces between substrates.
Unlike most continuum models for biological cells that do not consider noise, flexocytes allow the study of correlations between steady-state shapes, persistence of the trajectories, and force distributions on the membrane. Thereby the simulations provide predictions for cell shape-persistence of trajectory relationships that can be tested in vitro for various cell types. Furthermore, flexocytes predict-bulk or cortex-mediatedcytoskeletal forces on the contact line for various classes of cell shapes. Cytoskeletal organization can thereby be related to biological function: epithelial cells that benefit from fast movements for wound healing, such as keratocytes, are pulled at the back where all forces point in the direction of movement, whereas cells that follow chemical signals, e.g. neutrophils that chase bacteria, are pushed and steered at the front to minimize deflections of the trajectories by mechanical changes of the substrate.
Our minimal model predicts how sensing capabilities can be realized in engineered active-matter composite agents and in soft microbots. Furthermore, it facilitates studies of the active properties of cells, such as an activity-induced tension and active fluctuations of cells [50] [51] [52] and vesicles [53, 54] . Future work in the area of cell motility may include more complex micropatterned substrates [55] , many-flexocyte simulations to study collective behavior ranging from the circling observed in small keratinocyte colonies [56] to wound healing [7] , and a coupling of mechanics and activity to biochemical reactions [57, 58] . In some biological cells, such as neutrophils, cytoskeletal filaments that exert strongly localized forces on lipid-bilayer membranes lead to the formation of sheet-like (lamellipodia) and tube-like (filopodia) protrusions [59] , whereas in other cells, such as keratocytes, filopodia are absent. Simulations of vesicles in three-dimensions, with 2D membranes, have to be employed to study the interplay of cytoskeletal forces, protrusions, and cell motility. In soft robotics, for systems with active driving forces, versatility originates from materials that adjust to shapes and surface properties of the objects that they interact with [60] . Future work in the area of robotics may be based on active agents in confinement, such as active colloidal particles in emulsion droplets that have been proposed as model system for cytoplasm on the microscale [61] .
